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Honey
«Private apiary»

- Faithfulness to traditions -

«the HONEY HOUSE» represents to 100% natural honey collected
by traditional methods of hereditary beekeepers, whose knowledge

and experience in production are saved up by several generations of labor
dynasties. In a product line «Private apiary» we provide selected

grades of honey and honey desserts.

The embroidery on the label of each jar conveys warmly manual work,
tells about origin of honey and refers to traditions of Russian
tea drinking - with sweets and long conversations at the table.
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Taiga Honey is picked up with variety of  herbs 
and plants growing in a taiga of Eastern Siberia, 
Transbaikalia and Far East. 
It is distinguished in specific dark brown coloring 
and bright deep aroma.
Taiga Honey contains a large number of
minerals and vitamins.

TAIGA HONEY
250/500 g.
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Highland Honey is a unique product, collected 
in eco-friendly mountain areas. 
Thanks to huge variety of wild melliferous herbs 
and plants, it incorporates a wide range of useful 
properties and it is easily acquired in a body.
Highland Honey is distinguished in a dark color 
and tart taste.

HIGHLAND HONEY
250/500 g.
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Chestnut Honey is  a rare honey grade, 
distinguished in specific slightly bitterish taste, 
deep aroma and amber color.
It is the most powerful natural antibacterial 
agent.
Chestnut honey loads a body with energy and 
perfectly strengthens immunity.

CHESTNUT HONEY
250/500 g.
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Acacia Honey belongs to rare and valuable 
grades, and thanks to high level of glucose 
and fructose possesses the longest term 
crystallization.
 It has gentle taste and fragrant aroma.
Acacia Honey is rich with a wide range
antiseptic substances.

ACACIA HONEY
250/500 g.
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Natural honey with walnut, filbert and almonds is 
not only tasty, it is healthy product and nutritious 
dessert, and also perfectly tonifies a body.

HONEY WITH ASSORTED NUTS
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Honey with pine nuts is a real delicacy and 
excellent source of minerals, biologically active 
agents which are capable to load a body with 
cheerfulness and energy. Thanks to high quantity 
of valuable mineral substances and minerals,
this dessert is a natural tasty source of vitamins.

HONEY WITH PINE NUTS
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Filbert is a hazelnut which is fine power source, 
thanks to necessary amino acids, wide group of 
vitamins and minerals. Peeled filbert becomes 
impregnated with natural honey and gathers deep 
sweet taste, energizes a body for all day.

HONEY WITH FILBERT
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Almond is one of the well-known nuts, widely 
applied in various spheres. It contains calcium, 
vitamin E and antioxidants.
In combination with honey almond also becomes 
a tasty dessert.

HONEY WITH ALMONDS
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Natural honey is a natural source of energy. 
FITNESS Honey is a combination of honey, nuts 
and dried fruits, which tonifies your body and 
fills you with strength after or before physical 
excercises.

FITNESS HONEY
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- Design -

The embroidery 
conveys warm of 
manual work

Brightly allocated the 
SKU type

Open sides show 
an appearance of 
the product

A shell ring marks out 
the SKU on a shelf
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- Packaging -

Expiration date: 2 years 
Storage conditions: from 0 ̊C to 25 ̊C and 
relative air humidityr no more than 75%

-

-
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